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Executive Summary
 
Churchill Homes PATH Demonstration 
Project, located in Holyoke, 
Massachusetts, focuses on the first phase 
of the new HUD HOPE VI community 
with 50 units of affordable rental housing. 
Noteworthy is the attempt, through 
planning and design, to make the homes 
blend in with those of higher-income 
surrounding neighborhoods.  
 
From the start, the architect demonstrated 
relative familiarity with resource-efficient 
technologies, and designed the mostly 
two-story attached townhomes to be 
energy and resource efficient. As a PATH 
Demonstration Project, Churchill Homes 
was seen as an opportunity to introduce 
advanced technology into affordable 
housing. Modular production was 
considered. As built, Phase 1 included 
four PATH-identified technologies: 
Optimum Value Engineering, Drywall 
Clips, Insulated Headers, and integrated 
space heating and domestic hot water, 
akin to Water Heaters With Space Heating 
Capability. Additional noteworthy 
elements include low-e insulated glazing, 
high-efficiency boilers, and 
programmable thermostats. An opening 
event was organized at resident move-in 
in which PATH had a limited presence. 
 
Introduction  
 
Churchill Homes is a complete re-
planning and rebuild of an existing World 
War II-era public housing project called 
Jackson Parkway Apartments. The first 
phase calls for 50 rental units (Phase 1A) 
and 60 homeownership units (Phase 1B). 
Phase 2A comprises additional rental 

units: a rehab of two five-story walkups 
and 11 new townhouses in three buildings.  
 
The PATH Demonstration Project is 
limited to Phase 1A, which is public 
housing—all residents must earn below 
60% of median income (45K for family of 
four) for the developer to get 100% tax 
credits, and rents must reflect this. 
Although developers have historically 
found it difficult to plan resource 
efficiency and sustainability into 
affordable housing, the Churchill project 
engenders some conditions that hinder 
technology adoption and others that 
enable it. 
 
HUD-funded communities changed over 
the years in two primary ways: 
contextuality and variety. Churchill 
exemplifies the new approach in its 
relationship to surrounding 
neighborhoods. Where previous efforts 
did not try to hide contrasting socio-
economic status between new “housing 
projects” and existing neighborhoods, 
Churchill and similar developments 
disguise income differences and financing 
origins of the housing types. This is 
reflected in the site plan, in which the 
architect continued the surrounding streets 
into the Churchill site, a departure from 
the previous layout in which the 
surrounding streets literally dead-ended at 
the periphery of the site. It is also evident 
in the design of the houses themselves, 
which mirror the articulated facades of the 
Stick-Style Victorian and Gable-Front 
Vernacular styles which predominated 
locally during the early 1900s. 
 
Planning for Churchill emphasizes a 
varied streetscape as an alternative to 
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previous housing projects, which 
emphasized first cost and uniformity. 
Churchill places non-residential plan 
elements among the housing to add 
variety and amenity to the community 
taken as a whole. From the vantage point 
within a new park bordered by rows of 
trees, two-story homeowner townhouses 
are to the east and rental townhouses are 
to the west with a three-story, two family 
house beyond.  
 

 
Three-family house during construction 
 
To the south is a community center, while 
a block away is a community garden. In 
addition to mixing homeownership and 
rentals, market rate and subsidized, homes 
are designed with different façade 
treatments, ornamentation, and color so 
that no two adjacent homes are alike (see 
computer rendering). 

 

Computer rendering
of Churchill Phase 1
townhouses 

 
 
These planning and design aspects are 
mentioned for potential cost implications 
and their impact on the adoption of 
PATH-identified technologies. Although a 
generous Homeownership Opportunities 
for People Everywhere (HOPE-VI) grant 
from HUD (in addition to other funding) 
allowed high-quality housing to emerge, it 
may not have been possible without it. 
And despite funding, a number of 
technologies initially considered did not 
make it into the houses. 
 
PATH-Identified Technologies  
 
As built, Churchill Homes Phase 1A 
includes the technologies listed below. 
 
Optimum Value Engineered Framing:  
The architect specified 2x6 wood stud 
wall framing at 24 in. on center to reduce 
the amount of lumber and increase 
insulation coverage within the exterior 
wall. Three studs, instead of four, were 
used at corners. 24-in. stud spacing has 
been reported to represent construction 
cost savings up to $100 per house. SWA 
calculated $4 per year in heating energy 
savings. 

 
Wall framing studs at 24 in. on-center  
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Drywall Clips: These are used at 
wall/ceiling edges to eliminate blocking 
used as nailing backer to secure edge of 
gypsum board, representing incremental 
labor and cost savings. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Drywall clips/stops (at top plate) and insulated 
header 
 
Insulated Headers: Used over all door and 
window openings to reduce the amount of 
lumber and increase insulation coverage 
within the exterior wall. This acts to 
reduce the amount of heat escaping over 
doors and windows and attendant 
condensation problems. The headers are 
manufactured in the field with 2x’s 
flanking 1-1/2-in. expanded polystyrene 
rigid foam insulation at all exterior 
openings. The general contractor reports 
this as standard practice for 
Massachusetts, and offered that it is one 
of the expensive practices that inhibit the 
feasibility of low-income housing in the 
region. SWA estimates energy cost 
savings for the headers, as built, to be 
approximately $5 to $10 per year. 
 
Integrated Space Heating and Domestic 
Hot Water: The system is comprised of a 
domestic hot water storage tank heated by 
a coil from a boiler in an interior closet, 
which provides hydronic space heating as 
well through baseboard radiators. 
Standard practice is to have a separate 

water heater, which, as an additional 
combustion element, would demand 
additional ventilation and electrical 
requirements, as well as increased cost 
and maintenance.  
 

 
A high-efficiency, direct-vent, sealed-
combustion boiler was specified. Direct 
concentric venting requires only a single 
exterior wall penetration for combustion 
air and exhaust air. The sealed combustion 
boiler enhances indoor air quality by not 
allowing backdrafting of exhaust gases 
into the home. An electronic 
programmable thermostat has multiple 
time and temperature settings to turn the 
system on and off at preset times 
according to resident occupancy and 
lifestyle for increased comfort and energy 
savings. 
 
Path Goals 
 
Affordability  
 
The homes are affordable to buyers 
earning less than 60% of the area’s 
median income. Cost reductions were 
largely due to the HOPE VI grant. Some 
labor savings result from the panelized 
wall construction as well as drywall clips 
and advanced framing techniques, which 
also resulted in material savings. 
Elimination of the domestic water heater 
helped cut costs. 
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Environmental Impact and Energy 
Use  
  
Indoor air quality is enhanced by the use 
of sealed combustion boilers that do not 
backdraft exhaust gases into the living 
space. The fully modulating boiler is 
inherently more energy efficient than 
standard boilers.  
 
The various incremental envelope 
measures, including high-density 
insulation, advanced framing techniques, 
and drywall clips increase energy 
efficiency relative to more conventional 
measures. The use of drywall clips and 
24-in. on-center framing reduces lumber 
demand and deforestation. 
 
Durability and Maintenance Costs  
 
Due to elimination of a separate domestic 
water heater, only a single combustion 
unit, the boiler, needs to be maintained. 
Good construction techniques on the part 
of the contractor, such as truss floater 
clips, help maintain integrity of interior 
elements such as reduction in drywall 
cracking. The use of a vapor barrier on the 
interior side of the insulation helps guard 
against moisture problems. 
 
Safety  
 
Much of the construction was 
componentized. For example, roof 
framing assemblies were assembled on the 
ground, reducing the amount of time 
carpenters are vulnerable to falls. A crane 
was utilized to lift and install assemblies 
of perhaps four trusses each, complete 
with sheathing, purlins, and eave 
extensions.  
 

Sealed combustion boilers prevent 
exhaust gases in the living space, as does 
elimination of a domestic water heater. 
 
Case Study 
 
Pre-Construction 
 
Marc Sternick, AIA, Churchill Homes 
Project Manager for Dietz and Company, 
has kept up with energy efficient 
architecture since the mid-1970s when he 
obtained a degree in energy efficient 
architecture. In suggesting technologies 
during the specification phase, SWA 
found itself “preaching to the choir.” With 
an advocate of energy efficiency and 
sustainability in a key decision-making 
role, PATH was able to ensure 
implementation of recommended 
strategies.    
  
Post-Construction and Occupancy 
 
An outreach/media event was held 23 
August, 2001 on the site of the completed 
phase 1A rental homes. Most of the 
homes were occupied at the time, but five 
units were made available by their owners 
for a tour. An unoccupied unit was also 
available for the tour. The event included 
representation from the architect, 
developer, City, and local dignitaries. A 
series of tours was conducted through five 
houses, one in which PATH signage 
highlighting the included technologies 
was displayed. PATH presence also 
included a tabletop display with 
information packets and Will Zachmann, 
then Director of Communications for 
SWA, available for questions during the 
tours. The following is an account by Mr. 
Zachmann. 
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The event was held on August 23, 2001 
beginning at 11:00 a.m. Approximately 180 
people were in attendance, including the mayor 
of Holyoke, U.S. Representative John Oliver, 
several State representatives, and Bill Blanchett 
from the regional HUD office. Press attendance 
was very light (I noted one reporter), but 
Community Builders, Inc., which hosted the 
event, had hired a professional photographer to 
document the proceedings. Weather for the 
event was sunny and warm, and with the 
exception of limited landscaping, the site was 
clean and well prepared by the event 
organizers. 
 
Several weeks prior to the event, I had arranged 
with Tom Kegelman, project manager with The 
Community Builders, Inc., to effect a PATH 
presence at the rollout, which was to consist of 
the PATH tabletop display and a variety of 
PATH literature (including the "Results in the 
Field ~ Holyoke, MA" document that I 
produced specifically for this event, color 
photocopies of the Urban Land article, selected 
articles from the PATHWAYS color 
publication, and other general PATH literature, 
along with signage illustrating and describing 
the various PATH-identified technologies that 
had been incorporated. Featured technologies 
included insulated headers above all windows 
and doors, combined heater / domestic hot 
water unit [direct vented], drywall clips, OVE 
[24" o.c.] framing, and high-density insulation 
[R-21] in wall cavities.). 
 
While I had negotiated placement of the PATH 
display in immediate proximity to the large tent 
where the ceremonies were held, on the day of 
the event, I was informed by Community 
Builders event manager, Kim Leask, that Mr. 
Kegelman had changed his mind, and that I 
would not be allowed to assemble the display 
in the previously approved location, but would 
instead be setting up in front of one of the 
models, which also serves as the Churchill 
Homes office. The Community Builders were 
steadfast in this decision. 
 
Unfortunately, while the model in question was 
ostensibly one of the 4 or 5 units included in 
the event's 'open house' tours, it was located in 
the block behind the primary row of attached 
townhouses that the audience faced during the 
ceremonies (which also contained three of the 
open-house units). This effectively precluded 
any direct sightlines between the audience and 

the PATH display and model, resulting in very 
low foot traffic, and hence, low exposure for 
the display and my outreach efforts in 
connection therewith. On the plus side, I was 
able to place PATH materials on the literature 
tables that were immediately accessible to the 
majority of attendees, and engaged in outreach 
activities insofar as was practicable, based on 
the less-than-favorable conditions. 
 
Mr. Kegelman's rationale for the last-minute 
switch was that the architect, contractor(s), 
Holyoke Housing Authority, Community 
Builders, financing entities, and other 
stakeholder groups had as much or more of a 
role in seeing the project to fruition, and were 
not represented by displays, banners, etc. In 
that sense, I believe Mr. Kegelman was trying 
to be fair to the other parties involved. By the 
same token, it is my feeling that the alternate 
location was so far removed from the central 
action of the event as to amount to a purposeful 
exclusion. 
 
It is my recommendation that, in the future, 
PATH project managers consider entering into 
some form of contractual or other written 
understanding with prospective demonstration 
project partners that clearly specifies in 
advance the nature and scope of our anticipated 
presence at any event that is to be held in 
conjunction with groundbreaking and/or 
ribboncutting ceremonies, but does not 
necessarily commit us to future participation. 
In this way, if a given project proves less than 
viable from a PR standpoint, we would have 
the opportunity to redirect our resources to 
projects where they would be better spent. To 
be fair, other participating stakeholders should 
receive advance notice of our intentions, so that 
they too would have the opportunity to 
establish a presence, as appropriate. In the later 
stages, negotiations could also take into 
account any monetary contributions that PATH 
anticipates making toward event fulfillment, so 
that we are able to exert additional leverage as 
necessary. In this way, we will be better 
positioned to maximize exposure for the 
initiative, and for the technologies and 
innovative design/construction strategies we 
endeavor to promote. 
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Layout of media event showing location of PATH 
display relative to audience and home tour sites 
 

Conclusion 
 
Technology Inventory Updates  
 
A number of technologies and materials 
were included that are not PATH-
Identified, as follows. 
 
On-Site Panelization: Exterior walls were 
panelized on-site to speed construction 
and thereby reduce labor costs. “Shacks,” 
or minimal shelters, were built on-site to 
allow the panels to be assembled in 
sections in any weather. The panels are 
made by attaching OSB to a frame 
comprised of wall studs set between top 
and bottom plates. 

 
Wall panels assembled in temporary on-site 
construction “shack” 
 
Roof Truss Installation Practice: Roof 
trusses with horizontal bottom chords 
were installed at 24” on center and aligned 
with exterior wall studs in almost all 
cases. Though this would have enabled 
the use of a single top plate, double top 
plates were used. Code mandated the use 
of metal “hurricane clips” to tie each truss 
to the top plates. Metal “truss floater 
clips” were used at interior partitions. 
These feature slotted connections to allow 
for differential expansion between the top 
chord (exposed to temperature extremes) 
and the bottom chord (under insulation) 
that otherwise might deflect the bottom 
chord enough to cause cracks along the 
wallboard of adjacent partitions. Truss 
floater clips apparently are standard 
practice for the region; the contractor 
reports widespread use since the early 
1990s. 
 

 
Large truss assemblies were lifted into position 
and secured with hurricane clips and truss floater 
clips, which allow for differential expansion 
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High-Density Batt Insulation: R-21 high-
density fiberglass batt insulation is 
installed in the wall cavities. A vapor 
barrier, installed on the interior side of the 
insulation, helps reduce air infiltration and 
keep the insulation and wall cavity dry. 
The increased insulation could save $30 to 
$50 per year in heating costs compared to 
R-19 typically installed in the region. 
 
Technologies Considered 
 
Modular Housing: During design 
development, factory-built housing was 
considered for potential cost savings, 
positive impact on scheduling, and 
discouragement of vandalism and theft. 
The project is in relative proximity to the 
large Northeastern modular 
manufacturers, mitigating unit 
transportation costs. Massing, dimensions, 
and layout are fairly consistent throughout 
most of the units, potentially allowing 
many to be produced without major 
factory retooling. In addition, the 
contractor does work with modular and 
identifies itself as one of four in the state 
of Massachusetts authorized to produce 
modular units. 
 
Upon inquiry, several conditions are 
revealed that discourage the use of 
modular buildings for this particular 
project. In terms of scheduling, 
manufacturers prefer a steady stream of 
work rather than “feast or famine.” A 
manufacturer typically produces for 
several builder/dealers that together 
provide a fairly consistent market over 
time, but they can usually accommodate 
additional outside orders in batches of 
several units each. 
 
A one-time order of 50 houses in 10 
months represents a tight schedule, 
requiring the hiring of additional labor 

and prompting manufacturers to ask for a 
50% downpayment on the units. It was 
believed that more houses would be built 
simultaneously than could be 
accommodated by most manufacturers, 
and that engaging multiple manufacturers 
would drive up costs and coordination 
while raising questions for quality control. 
      
A modified construction schedule might 
have been possible had modular been 
considered earlier in the planning process. 
Given this, however, quotes from 
manufacturers indicated “negligible” 
savings over on-site construction, 
according to the developer. Some of this 
may be attributed to the state of the local 
economy at the time of bidding, as site 
building becomes less expensive relative 
to modular when there is less work 
available. There was the usual speculation 
that unions suspect modular contracts rob 
work from them. Despite the advent of 
prevailing wage laws in Massachusetts, 
the non-union, low-bidding general 
contractor came in significantly below 
union bids. 
 
Another factor, according to the 
developer, was the inability to put 
together a truly generic modular 
specification (for uniform bidding) owing 
to a lack of competition; there are a 
limited number of manufacturers in the 
area capable of producing enough of the 
high-quality units to be considered for 
bidding. The developer considers the 
optimal arrangement to be a 
contractor/modular team that would bid 
together, but reports most area contractors 
have never worked with modular.  
 
Controlled Ventilation: One of the PATH-
identified technologies chosen for 
Churchill is comprised of continuous 
exhaust through bathroom exhaust fans 
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with fresh make-up air provided via 
passive air inlets at the perimeter of 
windows. Toward the end of construction, 
the architect decided not to implement the 
strategy, having heard reports of residents 
plugging up the inlets believing them to 
be the source of drafts and outdoor noise.  
 
Whether or not the inlets are such a 
source, covering them greatly reduces the 
opportunity for fresh makeup air. Given a 
fairly tight home, continuous ventilation 
without a reliable source of makeup air 
would tend to depressurize the house, 
potentially creating a danger of 
backdrafting. Though the passive inlets 
work well in some areas, this particular 
urban context may not be the best 
application of this ventilation strategy due 
to the cool climate and ambient sound 
levels. A standard switch-operated 
light/exhaust fan was installed in each 
bathroom in lieu of a 24-hour exhaust fan 
at the same location. 
 
Lessons Learned 
 
Churchill Homes Phase 1A achieved its 
objectives of constructing high-quality, 
energy efficient homes available at a 
modest price to low-income homebuyers. 
A rapport between PATH and the design 
team was established and PATH 
assistance proceeded smoothly. The few 
issues that surfaced regarding technology, 
affordability and PATH involvement are 
as follows. 
 
Modular Construction: Many modular 
housing projects have documented 
savings of from 5% to 30% over stick-
built construction. To what can we 
attribute the apparent lack of savings for 
Churchill? 
 

Several factors combined to make it 
difficult to quantify the benefits of 
modular construction in this project. The 
cost-effectiveness of modular vis a vis 
site-building shifts with the local market. 
In this case, the site builders appear to 
have been hungrier than at other times.  
 
Building 50 units in a short time may 
encounter resistance on the part of 
manufacturers. The use of modular 
construction involves subtle but 
fundamental differences in scheduling in 
order to maximize cost impact. 
Establishment of a price and scheduling 
rapport with manufacturers as early as the 
finance sourcing stage may have increased 
the feasibility of modular construction.  
 
There are doubtless other factors that 
inhibit the transition to modular 
construction in general, the complexities 
of which begin to exceed the scope of this 
study. 
 
Customization: There is no denying that 
the homes, as built, exhibit variety and 
harmony with other homes in the area and 
generally have “curb appeal.” This will 
serve to build pride among the residents, 
encourage upkeep, and possibly 
discourage vandalism and theft. It is hard 
to put a price on that. But in order to make 
Phase 1A consistent with the guidelines 
subsequently issued by the architect for 
future Churchill Homes construction 
phases, the exteriors were designed that 
no two adjacent homes would sport the 
same façade details. The contractor 
indicated that this interrupts the flow of 
construction such that tradesmen must 
locate the correct color and siding details 
for every house. At approximately 20 feet 
of width per unit, this occurs often, and 
increases siding labor at least 20%, 
according to the contractor. 
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Extent of Consultant Involvement: PATH 
has had a number of successful 
demonstration projects in which the 
design team saw PATH as a useful partner 
that can help improve the project without 
excessively increasing costs.  
 
However, architecture and development 
are competitive industries for which 
appearances play a major role. Certainly 
firms desire to be portrayed as innovative 
and as offering value, durability, and 
energy efficiency in their product. In this 
regard, PATH can be perceived as a 
competitor for press and attention. “I am 
concerned that PATH will take credit for 
our ideas” is a not-uncommon refrain.  
 
Typically, in projects in which PATH 
works closely with the design team, the 
developer is willing to share the spotlight. 
Nonetheless, it is recommended that Level 
1 Demonstration Project proposals include 
language that indicates there has been 
some discussion with the developer 
regarding publicity of the finished project 
and a tentative understanding of the 
prominence of PATH in this publicity. 
Although this is typically part of the 
discussion at the outset, written 
acknowledgement may help flag early 
concerns that can be effectively 
addressed. 
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Project Team and Project Partners 
 

 



 

Owner 
 
Churchill Homes Limited Partnership 
 
Land Owner/Ground Lessor, Subsidy 
Administrator, Special Limited Partner and 
Co-Manager 
 
Holyoke Housing Authority 
475 Maple St. 
Holyoke, MA 01040 
 
Developer and Co-Manager 
 
Tom Kegelman 
The Community Builders, Inc., 
322 Main St., Springfield, MA, 01105 
413-737-0207 
tomk@tcb.inc.org 
 
Master Planners 
 
Calthorpe Associates 
739 Allston Way 
Berkeley, CA 94710 
 
Architect 
 

Marc Sternick AIA 
Vice President, Senior Project Architect 
Dietz & Company Architects, Inc. 
17 Hampden St.,  
Springfield, MA, 01103 
413-773-6798 
413-732-4385, fax 
marcs@dietzarch.com 
 
Consulting Engineers 
 
Tighe & Bond 
53 Southampton Rd. 
Westfield, MA 01085 
 
Landscape Architect 
 
Denig Design Group 
110 Main St. 
Northampton, MA 01060 
 
General Contractor 
 
Chris Kline 
Fontaine Bros., Inc. 
510 Cottage St. 
Springfield, MA 01104 
413-781-2020 
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